İrfan:
Coming...

Erol:
this week i have a look at SVM light then prepare for coding SVM. I reviewed
discriminators (features) of the SVM for POP3 protocol. despite the fact that I did not
compose the training set completely, i am going to start coding SVM in two days.

Kadir:
I have found a tool which takes pcap files as an input (whihc includes MSN IM
packets) and gives content of the conversation as an output. We can say MSN
packet parser. So it is very valuable source but it is written with PERL. I am
currently working on it, and I will determine how to use it in coming days. (source
code of the tool http://www.757.org/~joat/wiki/index.php/Perl_-_MSN_IM_Sniffer)

Hüseyin:
Coming...
Next Week:
Coming...